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Newsletter of the Durand Neighbourhood Association       Summer 2010 

the Durander    

 

 

Grand Durand Garden Tour ..... gardens that will embrace your senses!!! 

A wonderful Mother’s Day gift! 

A 19th century sanctuary, a shady woodland garden, a vernacular regency stone cottage, a workers cottage, an 
arts and crafts house,  a Georgian style home......Look behind the garden gates of some of Hamilton’s most 
historic homes.  It’s the Grand Durand Garden Tour. Don’t miss it! 

The Grand Durand Garden Tour takes place June 12th from 10 am to 4 pm in Hamilton’s historic Durand 
neighbourhood, located in Hamilton’s southwest.  The self-directed tour allows people to peek behind the 
garden gates of nine of the city’s finest addresses.  A Summer Cream Tea and music will be offered at 
Whitehern Historic House & Garden, a wonderful garden in its own right, and the former home of Thomas 
McQuesten, father of the Royal Botanical Gardens. 

Proceeds of the tour will go to the Durand Neighbourhood Association for beautification of the Durand Park.  
Tickets are $15.00 and will be on sale at selected outlets throughout Hamilton, as of May 1st.  For more 
information visit www.durandna.com  or call 905 527-6820. 

http://www.durandna.com/�
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Thank you to the Grand Durand Garden Tour sponsors! 

 

 

 

 

STAY TUNED FOR MORE DETAILS 
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Please join us! 

 
Central Public School 

 
Annual Multicultural Night 

May 6 from 4:45 to 6:30. 

Enjoy foods from around the world 

View a display of national flags 

Find a new book at the book fair 

Take home a plant from the plant sale. 

*************** 

For More Information: 

Please contact Debbie Rundle, Principal 

Central Public School, 905 522-9690 

 

Crime Stats                                              
Police Beat Tracker for Durand  

February 1st 2010 – April 7th 2010 

Prepared by Crime Manager, Acting Sergeant 
Frank Miscione  

Type of Crime: 
Break and Enter  8  
Robberies   0    
Stolen Autos   6 
Recovered Stolen Autos 0   
Mischief   28    
Theft from Vehicles  36** 
 
Most of these incidents occurred north of 
Charlton and South of Main.    

Please Remember to REPORT! REPORT! 

Call 911 for Emergencies. 

Non Emergencies, call 905-546-4925. 

 

Police at Work! 

An FYI on great work done by officers at 
Central School recently  

as reported to A/Sgt Frank Miscione #754 
 
Today (16th of April, 2010) we conducted 
the S.A.F.E Students lanes at 75 Hunter St W 
(Central School). We went through grades 3, 
4 and 5 in that time. We gave out over 250 
pamphlets to drivers. 99% of the drivers were 
co-operative and shared the fun with the 
children who were roadside. The students 
and teachers had a great time and learned 
something! I would like to thank Ryan  

 

 

 

BILLIALD for teaching the laser to the kids 
and to Walter NIBLOCK, Brent GIBSON and 
Adam KRASULJA who helped out with the 
lanes and interacting with the kids/drivers. 
It was a successful day and will be held 
again after the summer holidays.  

Regards 
Scott YUILL # 64 
Uniform Patrol 
B Squad, Division 1 
Central Station 
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Bob Bratina updates us on important issues for the 
Durand and the City of Hamilton 

Councillor’s Message  

Congratulations to all who contributed to the correct 
outcome of the proposed severance of property at 41 
Inglewood Drive.  This is one of Hamilton's and 
indeed Canada's notable streets which unfortunately 
was threatened with disruption by the unfortunate 
proposal to sever the property and add another 
dwelling.  I was pleased  to gain the support of 
Committee and Council in  opposing the staff 
recommendation based primarily on the failure of 
the report to take into account the extreme slope of 
the property grading and related issues.  Although 
there were many difficult moments it did give me 
the opportunity to meet some really dedicated 
people willing to carry through the tedious process.  
Unfortunately both residents and the City had to 
bear costs, but the outcome gave us all a sense of 
accomplishing something important for the quality 
of life and integrity of this great neighbourhood. 

I want to personally thank the Durand 
Neighbourhood Association for your support 
regarding problems at City Housing.  It's apparent 
now that those problems affect both the City 
Housing tenants, and their surrounding 
neighbourhoods.  One particular issue is the 
question of whether or not there is a policy, stated 
or otherwise, of not evicting individuals for actions 
or behaviours that 

would normally not be acceptable. Thanks to your 
support these matters are being taken much more 
seriously than in the past, in my opinion. 

Durand has been in the forefront of bringing 
positive change to the way people move within the 
neighbourhood as described by the Walk and Bike 
for Life program.  A year ago our staff heard an 
excellent presentation from Nicholas Kevlahan and 
others with certain achievable goals in mind. Since 
that discussion little or nothing has been achieved in 
terms of technical response to what has been 
proposed.  I have been assured that answers are 
forthcoming, and I will press for this as soon as 
possible.  Who could not support the following 
maxim, as stated by Walk for Life-- "We believe 
safe walking and cycling infrastructure, and vibrant 
public places are key symptoms of a more people-
oriented and socially equitable city." 

Arabella Magazine is about the best of Canadian 
Art, Architecture, Design, Landscaping, Food, Wine 
& Living Well. The featured artist in the current 
issue is outstanding Canadian painter and sculptor 
Ron Eady.  His daughter is a fashion designer 
whose clothes are manufactured in Hamilton and 
sold in Muskoka.  Ron has found a new location for 
his studio and for his daughter's business just a few 
blocks away from Durand.  I think you'll be 
impressed by Ron and his art as captured in the 
magazine, as the art component of our Downtown 
continues to grow.
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DDNNAA  AAGGMM 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14th, 2010, 6:30 p.m. 

Central Presbyterian Church 

165 Charlton Avenue West  

 
Featuring: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Do not miss this opportunity to meet and ask questions of 

Mayoral and Ward 2 Councillor candidates. 

INFORMED DECISIONS = RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT 

 
Tips to Prevent Identity Theft:  

1. Take all unnecessary identification out of your 
wallets because thieves can use this to steal your 
identity.  This includes SIN cards, birth 
certificates etc.  Only carry what you absolutely 
need.  

2. All the bad guys need is your name and date of 
birth and they can steal your identity.  Be very 
careful with this information especially while 
online.  Shred any mail with any of this 
information on it.  Do not throw it in the 
recycling bin. 

 

 

3. Remove you insurance slip and ownership from 
your vehicle and carry it in your wallet.  If your 
car is broken into then this documentation can 
be used to steal your identity. 

4. Conduct a credit check on a very regular basis, 
perhaps bi-annually.  You can check this online 
through www.quifax.ca .  By doing this you 
would be able to find out if your identity was 
used illegally. 

http://www.quifax.ca/�
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Should The Durand Become a Heritage Conservation District?

by Sarah Matthews 

This article is being re-printed at this time to re-
generate interest in having additional areas in the 
Durand neighbourhood designated as Heritage 
Conservations Districts. Subsequent to this article 
first appearing in The Durander, the DNA became 
involved in a matter before the Ontario Municipal 
Board (OMB) by objecting to a proposed severance 
and development on Inglewood Avenue. The DNA 
was advised that it could be prejudicial to the 
owner’s severance application if the City began 
work on designating Heritage Conservation 
Districts in the neighbourhood while the matter was 
pending. The owner recently withdrew his appeal to 
the OMB ostensibly for cost related reasons. The 
DNA can now resume its work with the City to 
advocate for Heritage Conservation Districts to 
help alleviate some property standards issues as 
well as undesirable infill and development in the 
neighbourhood.  
 
The Ontario Heritage Act gives responsibility for 
heritage to local governments. Individual properties 
can be designated under the Ontario Heritage Act 
and there is also provision for the designation of 
“Heritage Conservation Districts” (HCD) where two 
or more properties or entire neighbourhoods of 
historical significance can be recognised. The 
criteria for designation are quite general with 
guidelines that require structures be judged to have 
“historic or architectural significance”. 

Currently, there are close to 100 designated HCDs 
in Ontario and many others under consideration or 
awaiting by-law approval. There are seven HCDs in 
Hamilton, two of which are located within the 
Durand! The “Durand-Markland Area” HCD 
includes 51 properties in its boundaries and the 
“MacNab-Charles Street Area” contains 11 
properties. 

What about designating all of the Durand as a HCD, 
or how about your street? The Durand 
Neighbourhood Association would like your input.   

 
The key ingredients for a successful HCD are: 
♦ A sound examination of the rationale for district 

designation, especially for the delineation of 
district boundaries; 

♦ Active public participation in the designation 
process; 

♦ A clear and complete designation bylaw; and, 
♦ A clear and well-publicised HCD plan and 

policies to manage change in the district to 
protect and enhance its unique character. 

 
Two significant questions that are often asked when 
a neighbourhood is deliberating whether it wishes to 
be designated as a HCD are:  
 
1.  If my home is located within a HCD, am I 
prevented from altering, renovating or changing it? 
One aspect that discourages architectural 
conservation is the prevalent North American 
attitude towards the sanctity of private property. In 
general, people do not like property regulations. 
Following approval of a local designation by-law, 
and confirmation by the Ontario Municipal Board, 
any alterations, additions and demolition to a 
property within a HCD requires a permit from the 
local municipality. This is called a “Heritage 
Permit” and should not be confused with a 
“Building Permit”. A building permit will not be 
issued by the City’s Building and Licensing 
Division for a property located within the 
boundaries of a HCD until the applicant has 
received approval for the Heritage Permit. The 
approval or denial of a permit will usually be 
determined in accordance with approved guidelines 
and district plans. This plan should include a 
description of external minor alterations that an 
owner can carry out without obtaining a permit, 
such as maintenance type work (painting and repairs 
of windows, renewal of a roof). There should be 
extensive community input before deciding on the 
type of “minor alterations” that can be carried out 
without permit approval. 
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2.  Does designation as a HCD have a negative 
effect on property values? 

Another argument people raise against recognising 
the special significance of certain historic properties 
is that the value of a designated property will 
decrease because there are few buyers willing to 
accept building restrictions. Dr. Robert Shipley, 
Assistant Professor of the School of Planning at the 
University of Waterloo and Chair of the Heritage 
Resources Centre, has conducted extensive research 
on that issue. His research concluded that heritage 
designation could not be shown to have a negative 
impact. In fact, there appears to be a distinct and 
generally robust market in designated heritage 
properties. They generally perform well in the 
market, with 74% doing average or better than 
average. As well, the values of heritage properties 

tend to be resistant to downturns in the general 
market. 

On top of this, owners of properties within a HCD 
can benefit from expert advice from the City’s 
heritage staff, and they may be eligible for financial 
incentives such as grants, special loans and tax 
relief. 

For further information about HCDs, visit the 
Ontario Ministry of Culture website at 
www.culture.gov.on.ca or the City of Hamilton 
website at www.myhamilton.ca. 

Then please contact me at president@durandna.com 
or 905-570-0609 with questions, concerns and your 
opinion on whether the Durand should become a 
HCD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.culture.gov.on.ca/�
http://www.myhamilton.ca/�
mailto:president@durandna.com�
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Pets of Durand. 2008 and 2009 

If you would like to have your picture in the Durander, ask the person who feeds, walks and cleans up after you 
to send us an email (jedbrown2009@gmail.com ) with the relevant information and we'll feature you in the next 
issue of the Durander.  If you already have a photo, either email it to us or call 289 887-2366 and we'll arrange 
to scan the photo for you or to take a new photo. 

mailto:jedbrown2009@gmail.com�
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Making Durand Beautiful! 

2010 Trillium Awards Program 

by Janice Brown 
One of the oldest and largest beautification 
programs in North America, the Trillium Awards 
Program has been a Hamilton institution since 1956. 
Now, a half-century and thousands of Trillium 
Award recipients later, the program continues to 
generate civic pride. 
 
The Trillium Awards Program recognizes those 
residents who, by landscaping and maintaining their 
property, have contributed to a more attractive 
neighbourhood and community. The program is 
operated by volunteers and supported by the City of 
Hamilton, donations from corporations, individuals 
and organizations. 
 
How It Works: 
The city wards are divided into zones, and each 
property in every zone is judged. The specific 
criteria for judging a property include: curb appeal, 
landscape maintenance and landscape design. In 
each zone there are one or two volunteer judges 
whose qualifications for being a White Trillium 
Judge are the love of gardening and attendance at 
the very informative judges’ workshop in June. 
 
Judging This Year: 
White Trillium:  June 11th – July 16th  
(4 White Trilliums will be awarded in the Durand) 
 Pink Trillium:  August 1st – August 8th 2010  
(1 Pink per Ward)  
Red Trillium:  Wednesday August 16th 2010  
(1 for the entire City of Hamilton) 
Volunteer today to be a judge!  
2010 judges' workshop: 
Thursday June 19th, 2010, 7:00 pm 
 Hamilton Spectator Auditorium 
44 Frid Street, Hamilton  
 For more information, contact Dianne Brunetti, 
Chairperson, Trillium Awards Program 
 Call 905 383-1065 or e-mail:  
trilliumawards@hamilton.ca 
 

On time and on budget – How 
Hamilton lost its high quality 
groove 
 
by Graham Crawford 
reprinted from H Magazine 
 
RIPPED FROM THE PAGES OF TRUE 
DETECTIVE! Hamilton Police mount massive 
search for missing partner. On Time and On Budget 
stunned 
 by disappearance of long-time associate High 
Quality. Read all about it here! 
  
The Hamilton Police Service announced today they 
have launched a massive search for High Quality, 
described as a long-time business partner of two 
well-known Hamiltonians, On Time and On 
Budget. A police spokesperson said the search for 
the missing associate was underway, but they have 
few leads. “We take this disappearance very 
seriously, very seriously indeed,” stated a police 
spokesperson. 
 
“We’re rarely apart,” said On Time, one of the three 
partners. “It’s just not like him to be gone this 
long.” On Budget added, “We miss him terribly. 
We’re not complete without him.” For years, the 
three have been well-known around Hamilton. 
“We’ve worked together so well for so long. People 
expect the three of us to be together like when we 
did the Pigott building, and the old Post Office on 
John, and the CN Train Station,” commented a 
clearly distressed On Time. “We’ve always worked 
hand in glove like a real team should. Look at the 
results. Those places are as important today as they 
were when they first opened.”  

On Budget added to the list, citing City Hall, the 
Board of Education building, Victoria Hall, the old 
Bank of Montreal building on James South, and the 
Waterfront Trail. “We couldn’t have done such 
work without the three of us pulling together, each 
doing what we do best. It’s like each of us is one leg 

mailto:trilliumawards@hamilton.ca�
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of a three legged stool. Take one away and watch 
out.” 

When asked when they first noticed High Quality 
had gone missing, the two were quick to agree he 
had been acting a bit distant during the design phase 
of the new Centre Mall. “You could tell his heart 
wasn’t in it. He could barely bother to be involved, 
but I think the two of us really got worried when we 
started on the City Hall renovations,” lamented On 
Time. On Budget quickly added, “He just stepped 
out for a walk one day and never came back. The 
longer he stayed away, the more obvious his 
absence became. Now look at that concrete 
cladding. It’s just awful and we both feel so terrible 
about this mess. It’s hard not to take it personally.” 

Police say they are pursuing persons of interest, but 
when asked to name them, they refused citing 
concerns about threats of libel and slander. 

This isn’t exactly late-breaking news – more like 
heart-breaking news. It seems we have a new 
problem in Hamilton – a problem that we dare not 
speak its name. At least if you listen to some 
councillors, the Spectator Editorial Board, and 
General Managers of certain City Departments, as 
they repeat the mantra of, “On time and on budget,” 
as if to suggest the rest of us should be cheering in 
the presence of such an obviously naked emperor. 
No clothes indeed. 

Treating quality as an unwanted orphan is creating a 
problem that I believe will haunt Hamilton for 
many, many years to come. The approach results in 
less than ideal results. It’s as if OK is good enough 
for Hamiltonians. I think it’s time we started 
holding ourselves to a higher standard. It’s time we 
started demanding more than just OK from our 
councillors, from our bureaucrats, and from our 
developers. OK as a standard is for people who 
have inferiority issues, people who end up believing 
they’re not worthy of anything better, people who 
tend to believe that something, anything, is better 
than nothing. Live your life this way and you end 

living in an environment that reflects your poor self-
image. Sounding familiar? Exactly. We need to 
bring Schedule, Cost and Quality back together for 
a reunion. 

If you want a current example of how this problem 
is manifesting itself in Hamilton, look no further 
than our City Hall. When it was built, we chose 
marble, the material used for centuries to build or to 
clad important civic structures. In fact, the “white 
Cherokee” marble that was once on our City Hall 
came from the very same quarry in South Carolina 
where the marble that clads the Washington 
Monument (the giant obelisk) in Washington D.C. 
Now we have concrete, but it was put on in record 
time and for less than the original estimate. Feeling 
better? If you think that’s bad, wait ‘til you see what 
they’ve done with Stan Roscoe’s wonderful and 
now heritage-designated staircase on the ground 
floor that takes you up to the grand hall on the 
second floor. Exposed metal piping for a sprinkler 
system has been clumsily attached to the face of the 
staircase to permit the insertion of a reception desk 
under the stairs. People who have seen it are 
appalled by the poor quality of the work. On time. 
On budget. 

As you have likely noticed, stucco is everywhere in 
Hamilton. Why? Because it’s easy to apply and it’s 
cheap. (On time. On budget.) Will it stand the test 
of time? Who cares? Think of every single stand-
alone retail development built anywhere in 
Hamilton in the last few years. Stucco boxes with 
windows and doors. Many with their backs turned 
to the street like Centre Mall along Barton (On time. 
On budget). 

On the other hand, we do have Hamilton examples 
of where all three elements (Schedule, Cost, 
Quality) have been embraced equally. Consider the 
Waterfront Trail. It has been handled very well, at 
least in my opinion. It took some time. In fact, it 
had to be built in stages, but every stage had a 
budget and a set of quality standards that met or 
exceeded our expectations. It’s a real jewel.   
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Just like Gage Park was when it first opened. There, 
the fountain was designed by well-regarded 
architect, John Lyle, who also designed our High 
Level Bridge, and the Royal Alexandra Theatre and 
Union Station in Toronto. At the time, quality was 
obviously part of the building equation in Hamilton. 

A current example is a condo development at the 
corner of Herkimer and Bay Streets that seems to 
blend all three elements (cost, schedule, quality). 
The new owners of the Herkimer Apartments, as 
they work to turn the building into a condo, are 
refinishing every door, doorframe, floor, baseboard 
and fireplace mantel rather than replacing them. It 
costs them more, but they believe the quality of 
what’s there, not to mention its heritage, is worth 
the effort and the expense. It would be cheaper and 
faster to gut the place, but they’re taking a different 
approach. I hope it all works out for them. 

Another example is Victoria Hall on Gore Park. 
Yes, it’s a designated heritage structure. In fact, it’s 
a national historic site, so the owner had to manage 
his renovations accordingly. But hey, Hamilton City 
Hall is a designated structure. Here, the owner has 
restored one of the few remaining metal-clad 
building facades in Canada to its former glory. It 
began as a quality building, and so it remains. Well 
done. 

 Lest you think I’m all for quality at any cost, think 
again. Project management, just like leadership, is 
all about making difficult decisions and finding the 
right balance between vision and available 
resources. Project management, just like leadership, 
also can be done well or poorly, but when easy and 
cheap are your stated and oft repeated standards, 
you tend to get just that. Quality includes quality of 
materials, of workmanship, of design and of 
thinking. Quality doesn’t necessarily have to cost 
more. Experience and skill can often deliver a high 
quality product for the same money as those who 
possess neither. 

So what should we do? Well, I think we could start 
by working on a comprehensive plan to ensure City 
of Hamilton-driven projects ensure all three 
elements are invited to the party. I think that when 
compromises have to be made, and they usually do, 
that we don’t always put quality either at the bottom 
of the list, or worse, remove it from the list entirely. 
The next time you hear a councillor tell us we 
should be celebrating because a project has been 
completed in on time and on budget, or ahead of 
schedule and below budget, be sure to ask him or 
her to comment on the quality of the finished 
product. Ask him or her why Hamiltonians now 
have to settle for OK when in the past we seemed to 
embrace quality and legacy as part of how we 
defined ourselves as citizens and as a city. Ask.
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